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T

he main feature article in Multimedia Information & Technology vol 35 no
2 (May 2009) is an assessment, by Andrew Green, Librarian of the National
Library of Wales, of the Library’s response to digitisation. Andrew describes the
way in which the digital revolution is being utilised to help the Library overcome
the barriers of geography, tradition and image, and by doing so strengthen
the Library’s role in protecting the culture of a small nation. The approach
demonstrates how a relatively small resource base need not be a barrier, as long
as it is allied to an imaginative response to the challenge of digitisation.
Elsewhere, Graham Cluley of Sophos takes a wry look back at the impact of
the Melissa virus in 1999, and reflects on the nature and consequences of the
outbreak.
In the news column, Promethean’s Learning Response System is investigated
in a report on UK teacher reactions to the software, there is information on some
free, world-wide wi-fi hotspots, and a stunning database from the Scott Polar
Research Institute is given some space. A new autism resource is uncovered.
This issue’s product review relates Ken Cheetham’s experience with Microsoft
Office 2007, and the rest of Technology Roundup is its usual eclectic mixture.
Book reviews feature a new reviewer –- Jess Duffield of the University of
Warwick, and her reaction to a book on blogging and other social media, while
an old hand, in Antony Brewerton, provides a characteristic view on marketing
libraries. Chris Leftley completes the column with the human side of reference
services.
The DVD & Video column covers
Saturday Night and Sunday Morning,
Of Time and the City, Derek,
the Films of Jeff Kean
and The Gigolos.

Theatre of Memories

New Autism
1875 Map of Antarctica
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Scott Polar Research Institute
Collection Goes Online
The Freeze Frame project is creating an online database of visual and textual

resources to support learning, teaching and research on topics relating to the
history of Arctic and Antarctic exploration and science. The resources are free,
and through a series of interpretative web pages and e-learning resources the
project will provide access to hidden collections appropriate for all educational
levels. Users will be encouraged to discover polar environments through
the eyes of those explorers and scientists who dared to go into the last great
wildernesses on earth.

The collections, relevant to the study of polar environments, and held by the Scott
Polar Research Institute of the University of Cambridge, are among the richest in
the world. Work to capture and preserve the archive of historical images in digital form
began in April 2007.

Scott Polar Research
Autism Resource
Wi-fi Hotspots
Learning Systems

The Scott Memorial Statute

The photographic negatives are a unique resource, but also an extremely fragile one,
and, so far, over 20000, dating from 1845-1960, have been digitised. They represent
some of the most important visual resources for research into British and international
polar exploration.
Digitisation of related documents – information from personal journals and official
reports from expeditions on which these photographs were taken – will provide the
historical and cultural context for the images. The context will also be strengthened by
displaying the images alongside selected items from the pre-eminent collection of polar
fine art, prints, drawings, and manuscript materials held by the Institute.
The International Polar Year (IPT) 2007-08 was the first of its kind for fifty years. The
timing of the IPT, coupled with growing interest in climate change, provides a unique
opportunity for the online resource bank at the Scott Polar Research Institute to reach a
wider learning community than ever before. The forthcoming centenaries of the “Heroic
Age” expeditions to discover the Poles also reinforce the need for the visual archive to
be made accessible to a global audience.
The majority of the archive of photographic negatives from 1845-1982 will be digitised.
The collection includes daguerreotypes, magic lantern slides, glass plate negatives and
modern cellulose nitrate and acetate formats. Many of these images are unpublished,
and have been rediscovered within private albums and personal collections. Most have
never been seen by the public before.
Project planning and research strategy began on the 1st January 2007, and collection
research and image selection was underway by May of that year. The strategic plan
was submitted to the steering group in June of the same year, and recruitment and
training was completed. Metadata was created for the first batch of 1000 images, and
the aggregation of resources in DSpace was underway by the Autumn of 2007. While
technical work continued, during 2008 an Education Officer was appointed, and the
focus group was convened.
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The Scott Polar
Research Institute
Founded in 1920, in Cambridge, as
a memorial to Captain Robert Falcon
Scott, RN, and his four companions,
the Institute is the oldest university
international centre for Polar Research.
The Institute’s initial aim was to provide
a place where polar travellers and explorers could meet, and where material
of polar interest might be collected and
made accessible for future research.
During the 1930s it became a base for
a number of valuable scientific expeditions to the Arctic and Antarctic. In
World War II it served as a centre for
research into cold weather warfare,
clothing and equipment. After the War it
became an international centre for
research and reference in a variety of
fields related to polar environments,
historical, scientific and social.
In 1960, the Ford Foundation funded an
extension containing offices, laboratories, cold rooms and a lecture theatre,
as well as much needed space for the
library and its staff.
Over three years, the Shackleton
Memorial Library was planned and built
in honour of the contributions made to
polar research by Sir Ernest Shackleton
and his son, Lord Shackleton.
A successful appeal allowed the Institute to embark on a major expansion of
the library, archives (now The Thomas
H. Manning Polar Archives) and map
collection. It also provided a new Picture Library and new working spaces
for postgraduate students and administrative staff. It was officially opened on
20 November 1998 by the Honourable
Alexandra Shackleton, the daughter of
Lord Shackleton. In 1999 it won one
of four awards for the Eastern Region
from the Royal Institute of
British Architecture.

Evaluation and usability testing continued throughout the rest of the year, and the
project was launched on the 4th March 2009. Technical consultancy was provided by
CARET, the Cambridge University Library Imaging Service.
As part of the preservation programme, negatives, daguerreotypes and lantern slides,
which form part of a rich, but fragile, archive held by the Scott Polar Research Institute
at the University of Cambridge, will be made available to scientists, researchers,
scholars and members of the public. Anyone interested in the 19th century exploration
of the Arctic, and the Antarctic expeditions of Captain Scott, Sir Ernest Shackleton
and their modern counterparts such as Sir Ranulph Fiennes, can visit http://www.
freezeframe.ac.uk.
As well as being able to view a range of images, including Herbert Ponting’s glass
plate negatives from the 1910-13 British Antarctic Expedition – so fragile they will never
be on public display – visitors to the website will also be able to read extracts from
diaries, expedition reports, letters and other personal papers of expedition members.
Polar Explorer Pen Hadow, who is currently leading the Catlin Arctic Survey (http://
www.arcticsurvey.com), which will determine the likely meltdown date of the ice cap,
said:
The Freeze Frame archive is invaluable in charting changes in
the polar regions. Making the material available to all will help
with further research into scientific studies around global
warming and climate change.
The Freeze Frame historic polar images project is the largest and most ambitious
of its kind, featuring unique photographic collections of national significance, with an
enduring appeal. There are iconic and familiar images of the Antarctic expeditions of
Robert F. Scott and Ernest Shackleton as well as other generations of explorers who
braved the polar regions before and after them. With remote access to these digital
images, it is hoped that new audiences will be encouraged to undertake their own
imaginative exploration of the polar world.
For enquiries about the project, or to be added to the project’s mailing list, please email
enquiries@freezeframe.ac.uk or contact Heather Lane.

Abandoned Antarctic Base
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New Autism Resource
from AET
The website at
http://www.autismeducationtrust.org.uk/

carries information tailored for education practitioners and also for professionals, parents and
others involved with autism, as well
as a Kids zone for children and young
people on the autism spectrum and
their friends and siblings.

T

he Autism Education Trust (AET), England’s only umbrella organisation for autism
education, has launched a new website dedicated to autism education. The website,
at http://www.autismeducationtrust.org.uk/, carries information tailored for education
practitioners and also for professionals, parents and carers involved with autism, as
well as a Kids zone for children and young people on the autism spectrum, and their
friends and siblings.
The AET was launched in November 2007, with funding from the Department for Children, Schools and Families (DCFS). Parents, carers, professionals and children and
young people variously affected by autism were consulted, at regional events last year,
about what they felt were the main priorities for the AET. A comprehensive
website – with tailored information for specific groups – was cited as one of the first
things the AET should work on. Most people felt that although there is a wealth of
information available online about autism education, it is spread over many websites,
and is often difficult to find or navigate around. The new AET website will act as a hub
and signpost for this information, with links to and from other sources of advice and
resources. Bob Lowndes, Chairman of the AET, said:
We are very excited about the new website. The AET is delivering something we know
is urgently needed by parents, and carers of autistic children , who are trying to
navigate the education system. It is also needed by professionals desperate to
increase knowledge and share best practice. We are confident that the website will
provide comprehensive information, on the subject of autism education, for all relevant
groups.
The AET has no affiliation with any one particular type of autism education. It
advocates choice for parents and carers, and attempts to foster the spread of
knowledge for professionals in order that all children and young people needing this
support receive the education they deserve in order to fulfil their potential.
Research undertaken by the University of Birmingham for the AET in 2008 mapped
the current state of autism education in England, and identified the main areas of
concern for professionals, parents and carers. Again, a comprehensive website giving
easily navigable information and advice was suggested by the research team as a
main priority for the AET.
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The website has been designed and built by Mystic Monkey, a London-based full
service creative agency. Martin Kerem of Mystic Monkey has been overseeing the
project. He said:
We were given the task of producing a visually appealing and fully accessible website
for a variety of interest groups. The brief was exciting and challenging, and we feel the
new site offers the full range of services users are likely to want.

The Autism Education Trust (AET) is
England’s only umbrella organisation for
autism education, and is funded by the
Department for Children, Schools and
Families (DCSF). Its work is currently
supported by over 25 voluntary, statutory
and community groups, which contribute
to the work of the AET through its Steering
Group and Advisory Council membership.
To find out more about the work of the
AET, visit http://www.autismeducationtrust.
org.uk/ or call 07795 667749.

The site’s main aim is to provide neutral and comprehensive information about autism
education but we have also built in more interactive elements – particularly in the Kids
zone – and are now working on a forum area so that interested groups can meet
virtually via the site.
User-specific materials on the site are tailored to meet the varying needs of the
different groups involved in providing services for autistic clients, for local authority
workers, carers, parents and children. Services offered include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advocacy
Advice on behavioural problems
How to deal with bullying
Early diagnosis and intervention
Family support and respite care
Home-based provision
Information & Communications
Technology
Needs identification
Individual Education Plans
Inclusion
Parental support
Multi-agency support
Speech and language therapy

Rummble Your Way to Totally Free
Wi-fi Hotspots
Total Hotspots and Rummble have created a new iPhone application which

searches for local Wi-Fi hotspots – many available free – at any location. Users can add, rate, review, tag and photograph hotspots before sharing
information with others. Each location thus has a personalised rating,
based on user comments, social networks and the wider community.

The Total Hotspots database holds precise details of locations and
pricing for over 170,000 hotspots around the world, with results filtered,
based on user feedback, costs, type of location, such as cafes, or preferred
service provider.
The application became the fourth most downloaded utility application in the Apple
AppStore within 48 hours of launch.
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The information is accessible from both the Total Hotspots and Rummble web sites,
and accounts can be shared on other social networks. The cost is just £2.99.
Total Hotspots (http://totalhotspots.com) has been tracking both free and paid hotspot
locations in over 100 countries for over four years, with regular updates from leading
international service providers, community projects and venue owners, and also
community-recommended hotspots.
Rummble (http://www.rummble.com) is a location- based social search and discovery
tool, enabling users to more easily find recommended content for a specific location. It
works from anywhere in the world, whether at home or via a mobile device.

Promethean’s Learning
System: How Good is it?
A review of research into classroom evaluations has shown that assessment for

learning is one of the most powerful ways of improving education and raising
standards. The process of seeking and interpreting responses assists teachers and
their students in determining where they are in their learning, where they want to be
and what route they should take to get there.
A Learner Response System is a handheld device which can be used, at
any point in a lesson, to assess group understanding, gauge opinion
or initiate discussion. The teacher simply poses a question – either
prepared or ad hoc – to the class, and students, using their
individual response keypad, provide an answer. Each response is
instantly communicated to the teacher, via a USB hub, and can
either be displayed on the interactive whiteboard at the front
of the class or saved into a spreadsheet for analysis by the
teacher at a later time.
The system is designed to provide teachers with
valuable feedback on student progress and to empower 		
students to self-evaluate throughout the learning process. The
		
process encourages class participation, and enhances learning by
giving even the most timid scholars a voice.

Learner Response Systems
Gauge student understanding
Enable simple formative assessment
Support discussion and
opinion sharing

Allowing teachers to gain insight into each student’s comprehension in an instant, and
moreover giving every pupil a voice, Learner Response Systems are a powerful tool in
teaching and learning.
Furthermore, as response sessions can be completed in “named” or “anonymous”
mode, the systems give students the option to communicate confidentially. By offering
pupils this assurance, Learner Response guarantees 100% involvement from every
student in the class and enables the teacher to receive a more honest response from
students.

Motivate
Personalise learning
Encourage participation
Permit immediate feedback
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Promethean currently has two types of Learner Response System, Activote – which
is a multiple-choice device – and Activexpression, the world’s first product to offer full
sentence and character texting.
The system is also immediate. Using conventional means, teachers find out later how
well the class followed a lesson – when follow-up work or exams are marked. Students equipped with the devices can key in responses to questions from the teacher,
or vote instantaneously. The range of questions and responses varies depending
on the system – some offer basic true or false with A-F answer options. Others, like
Promethean’s Activexpression, offer a robust range of question types, which include
open-ended, rank order and multiple correct, and text, character and numeric response
capabilities.
Responses are aggregated by the software, and are displayed via a projection system,
so that teachers and students can view and assess the results together. Responses
can be transmitted by individual students or by the whole class, and can all be saved
within the software.

How it Works
Students key in responses
USB hub sends responses to teacher
Responses are aggregated by the
software
Results are projected on interactive
whiteboard and saved to
spreadsheet for analysis

Promethean has completed the most comprehensive pilot of Learner Response
Systems in UK schools to date, identifying the benefits of these systems in supporting
Assessment for Learning, personalised learning and more responsive teaching.
The pilot showed that Promethean’s Learner Response Systems were viewed by
teachers as an “effective tool” for assessing students, initiating discussion and
encouraging pupil participation.
Around 150 schools took part in a trial of Promethean’s Activexpression and Activote
Learner Response Systems over an eight-week period. The aim was to evaluate the
systems’ ability to support formative and summative assessment, personalised learning and more responsive teaching.
Reflecting the increasing focus on Assessment for Learning (AfL), Promethean, with
support from Local Authorities, gave schools the opportunity to explore how Activote
and Activexpression can be used – in addition to traditional written assessment
methods – to reduce marking and stimulate whole-class participation. Encouraging
teachers to test the systems across a range of school ages, curriculum subjects and
activities, the main objective of the pilot was to establish the impact of Learner Response in the everyday classroom environment.
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What the Teachers
Thought of It
Two-thirds found it easy to use
93% found retrieving pupil
responses effortless
81% found it simple to use for
impromptu questioning
80% regularly used it for
tracking progress
Handsets were regularly used
to share ideas
94% of participants in the trial
described Activexpression as an
effective assessment tool

During the pilot, 60 schools across 21 Local Authorities tested Activote, Promethean’s
multiple-choice system. Following the trial, teachers were asked to evaluate the device
in terms of its ease of use and overall benefits to teaching and learning.
Over two-thirds of teachers surveyed found Activote easy to use, with 93% of participants describing it as effortless to retrieve pupil responses. Further demonstrating its
intuitive design and the benefits of Activote in terms of AfL, 81% of teachers found it
simple to use the device for impromptu questioning, and 80% said they regularly used
Activote to track the progress of students.
In addition to the Activote pilot, over 90 Primary and Secondary schools in the UK
tested Activexpression, Promethean’s latest generation of Learner Response Systems.
Putting the free text capability of Activexpression to the test, 91% of teachers used
the devices most frequently to gain feedback from students. The handsets were also
regularly used to share ideas and stimulate discussion.
Impressively, Activexpression was described by 94% of participants as an “effective”
tool for assessing students, and 98% of teachers said that they would recommend the
system to other schools.
Go to http://www.prometheanworld.com.

98% of teachers said they would
recommend Activexpression
Learner Response System to other
schools

Brewerton –
Marketing the Best
Deal in Town

Reviews
edited by Lyndon Pugh

Duffield – Blogging
and Other Social
Media
Leftley – The Human
Side of Reference
Work

Rossiter, N. Marketing the Best Deal in Town: Your Library –
Where is Your Purple Owl? Chandos Publishing, 2008.
Hardback: ISBN: 9781843343066.
Paperback: ISBN: 978143343059.

I

was really excited when I heard about this book.
Although things are much better than they used to
be, the marketplace for LIS marketing textbooks is hardly
crowded, and any new entrant should be welcomed.
I think the title of this book is brilliant: I have often pondered why it
seems so difficult to market libraries when they are
undeniably such a good deal. I was also quite
attracted to the subtitle, which is so obviously a
reference to Seth Godin’s Purple Cow, one of my
favourite popular works on marketing (1).
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Also encouraging, is the aim of Chandos Publishing in general, and this text in
particular. Chandos’ books are:
aimed at the busy information professional. They have been specially commissioned
to provide the reader with an authoritative view of current thinking. They are designed
to provide easy-to-read and (most importantly) practical coverage of topics that are of
interest to librarians and other information professionals. (p.[ii])
Nancy Rossiter’s own aim has been
to take a shot a [sic] writing a marketing text that could be used by academics as well
as practitioners, that was written in a straightforward way, incorporating cases and
exercises, as well as borrowing ideas from the top minds in the business world … and
applying them to libraries. (p.xv)
These are laudable aims, which the author goes some way to achieving. The book is
brief and easy to read: you can get from cover-to-cover in a few hours. It combines
theory with practical case studies, so the marketing mix is explained (p.14-17); then
a case study library shows how the elements of the mix work in practice (p.17-19). It
also refers to the greats of marketing theory, ranging from the old masters (Kotler) to
modern heroes (Godin) via some of my favourite practitioners/writers: Allen Adamson’s
excellent BrandSimple (2), for example, features heavily in the chapter on branding.
Some of the book is very good indeed. Rossiter is at her best when she gives a digest
of current thinking, and then considers how it can be adopted by the LIS professional.
Chapter 9 on buzz marketing is a good example, providing a coherent overview of
theory (from several thinkers) and then adding examples of good practice from our
sector. Chapter 12, on marketing yourself, which shows wisely how we can adopt
marketing practices for ourselves, is similarly successful. So far, so good.
But, despite this, Marketing the Best Deal in Town: Your Library is not 100%
successful, and I have some real concerns about the book.
For a work on “current thinking” it feels curiously old-fashioned in places. Chapter 1
asserts that “most librarians (and directors) stated that their library does not ‘do’
marketing.” (p. 1) and “librarians feel that the value of library services should be
apparent to all, and therefore marketing is unnecessary” (p.2). As I recently pointed out,
this was the view in 1997, but it hardly rings true for 2009, in the UK at least (3).
Likewise, Rossiter’s description of the library as place almost feels like a trip back in
time:
The library as a physical place attracts and retains customers. The layout of the library,
appropriate signage, comfortable furniture, Internet access throughout the library, availability of copy machines and printers, attentive and helpful personnel – all contribute to
attracting customers and making them want to return. (p.15)
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In a world of Learning Grids, Information Commons, Saltire Centres, and SCONUL
Award-winning libraries, for example, are we really putting photocopiers across as part
of our USP?
Another concern lies in the choice of marketing theories to include. It would never be
easy, for example, to compress the collected works of Kotler and his pals into about
200 pages, but some of the choices are strange.
There are various versions of the marketing mix, but Rossiter goes for
the classic 4Ps (p. 14-19), which is most relevant to the production
industries, for good measure adding a reference to
Positioning as well as Godin’s Purple cow.
A more useful version, in my opinion, would be the
customer-focused 4Cs, which makes Price/Cost easier to
explain to librarians, or – better still – the expanded 7Ps,
which is more appropriate to service industries.
Other choices are more questionable still. Under Public Relations (p.23-25) Rossiter quotes a model by Kotler and then refers
to another source: Wikipedia. The first PR technique described is:
Audience targeting. A fundamental technique used in public
relations is to identify the target audience and to tailor every
message to appeal to that audience.(p. 23)
To me this reads more like segmentation, positioning and targeted advertising rather
than PR.
Other PR activities are more than questionable – they should not appear in a book of
library marketing in my opinion: spin; astroturfing (“the creation of an artificial
grass-roots movement. A typical example would be the writing of letters to multiple
newspaper editors under different names to express an opinion on an issue, creating
the impression of widespread public feeling, but one controlled by a single entity”); and
– even more worrying – whisper campaigns (“a method of persuasion in which
damaging rumors or innuendo are spread about the target, while the source of the
rumors seeks to avoid being detected while spreading them”) (p. 24).
The main point about PR is that you do not control the message which goes out. The
potential for negative exposure with these morally questionable practices is huge, and
only a sleazy politician, dodgy businessman or idiot librarian would employ them.
The concise nature of the book sometimes works against it, and solutions to problems
can sometimes seem glib. The huge question of changing staff attitudes to marketing –
which involves years of internal marketing in my experience – can be dealt with,
according to Rossiter, a library school lecturer, by ensuring staff study for a Masters in
Library Science (p. 5).
The very good nine- page chapter on branding (Chapter 8) is weakened somewhat by
devoting nearly two pages to a general history of branding. Those pages could have
been better used.
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The book, although published in Oxford, England, is also exclusively American in tone, with
all the case studies from American libraries. I would not normally have a problem with this, but
some of the practices do not translate.
The section on advertising (p.20-22) goes straight into radio advertisements and suggests
trading advertising for the use of library space by radio companies, which is not a common
practice in the UK. I have never heard of some of the phrases included: “peapod” for books
(p.45); “Thunderstorm Thursdays’’ (p. 46);”Parrotheads” (p. 51). These are not explained or
amplified in the text.
Linked with all the above is a feature which is probably the greatest weakness of Rossiter’s
tome. The author does like to quote popular contemporary management books to an almost
excessive degree. Some of this would be fine, and as a result of writing this review I have
found several titles I now want to pursue, but this seems to be at the expense of more
fundamental marketing ideas.
When textbook theories are covered, they sometimes appear in a rather strange
order. Market research, an early part of any marketing programme, does not
appear until Chapter 7. Two chapters look at key segments: marketing to women
in Chapter 10; and Millennials in Chapter 11. Yet it is Chapter 11 which starts by
explaining the concepts of segmentation, targeting and positioning. Were these
chapters originally the other way round? Was the book properly proof read?
There are also quite a few typographical errors, as one of my earlier
quotations shows.
My biggest criticism relates to four of the twelve chapters: 4, 5, 6 and 10.
Chapters 5 and 6 quote Godin almost exclusively, so the section essentially
comprises large, referenced, extracts from Purple Cow, reproduced with
“how does this relate to your library?” added at the end. Despite the odd LIS
example this is hardly “applying [these ideas] to libraries” (p. xv).

For a work on “current thinking” it
feels curiously old-fashioned in places.
Chapter 1 asserts that “most librarians
(and directors) stated that their library
does not ‘do’ marketing.” (p. 1) and
“librarians feel that the value of library
services should be apparent to all, and
therefore marketing is unnecessary”
(p.2). As I recently pointed out, this was
the view in 1997, but it hardly rings true
for 2009, in the UK at least (3).
Likewise, Rossiter’s description of the l
library as place almost feels like a trip
back in time.

This is fine for encouraging the reader to think about the issues raised, and how we can use
ideas from other sectors, but I managed this myself when I read Purple Cow without such
prompts.
Bear in mind we are talking about a sixth of the book being taken up in this way, heavily quoting
Godin. If readers opt for the hardback, this could be seen as the equivalent of £10, but I bought
my copy of Purple Cow at a cost of £6.99.
This approach becomes even less palatable in the chapter on Trends (Chapter 4), and the
chapter on marketing to women (Chapter 10), where Rossiter takes a similar approach with a
writer called Faith Popcorn, whose ideas I found less interesting. Surely some environmental
scanning, and the use of tools like PEST, PESTO or SEPTEMBER, with sector-by-sector
examples, would give the reader a more “authoritative view” of trends? (p. [ii]). Likewise,
marketing to women should be served better than by reviewing something which reads like
tomes on popular feminism.
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This is not really the book for those new
to marketing libraries.
Colleagues new to the field would probably
be served better by de Saez (4) or by
Rowley (5).
This title, on the other hand, will be of
interest to more experienced library
marketers, as a way of introducing them
to other contemporary writers on
marketing ideas, but I would suggest
buying the paperback rather than the
hardback version. And if you really
want to be inspired, I’m sure the author
would agree with me when I urge you to go
out and buy yourself a copy of
Godin’s Purple Cow.

HH

These chapters really weakened the book for me. The chapters where Rossiter
reviews several thinkers, and then shows how we are using – or can use – their ideas,
are really useful and thought-provoking. These four chapters really felt as if they were
not fully formed, and could have benefited from more work. They represented a missed
opportunity as far as I was concerned.
Overall, I would say this is not really the book for those new to marketing libraries.
Colleagues new to the field would probably be served better by de Saez (4) or by
Rowley (5).
This title, on the other hand, will be of interest to more experienced library marketers,
as a way of introducing them to other contemporary writers on marketing ideas, but I
would suggest buying the paperback rather than the hardback version. And if you really
want to be inspired, I’m sure the author would agree with me when I urge you to go out
and buy yourself a copy of Godin’s Purple Cow.
Notes:
1. Seth Godin. Purple Cow: transform your business by being remarkable, London:
Michael Joseph, 2004
2. Allen P. Adamson. BrandSimple: how the best brands keep it simple and succeed,
New York: Palgrave MacMillan, 2006
3. Time to shout louder, Library and Information Gazette, 25 July 2008, p.1-2
4. Eileen Elliott de Saez. Marketing concepts for libraries and information services (2nd
ed.), London: Facet Publishing, 2002
5. Jennifer Rowley. Information marketing (2nd ed.), Aldershot: Ashgate, 2001
Antony Brewerton Head of Academic Services
University of Warwick Information Services

Jess Duffield on
Newson et al
Blogging and Other
Social Media

it is useful to see what approach
businesses are being encouraged
to take with these technologies, and
some of the points made could easily
be cross-sectoral. The commercial
side of things may not be so relevant,
but it is interesting to note the
parallels between the concept of
Enterprise 2.0 discussed in the book
and the idea of Library 2.0.

HHH

Newson, A. Houghton, D., and Patten, J. Blogging and Other Social Media –
Exploiting the Technology and Protecting the Enterprise. Gower 2008 (ISBN
9780566087899).

T

his book is a practical guide to web 2.0 technologies, encompassing tools such as
blogs, wikis, social networking sites, podcasts, videocasting, social bookmarking, and
virtual worlds. Practising what it preaches, this is the fruit of a collaborative project led
by a group of commercial lawyers, involving the use of wikis to help people to contribute to the writing process. Once information had been gathered using the wiki, the
authors worked together, with the assistance of Google Docs, to write the publication.
This method has worked: the book is clear, easy to read and consistent in its style.
Using this approach has prompted the authors to consider the future potential of this
way of writing. One suggestion has been to turn the book into an online interactive
publication, which could incorporate work from other contributors. It will be interesting
to see how this develops.
Before I go any further, I should point out that the book is written from a business perspective, but do not let this put you off. To begin with, it is useful to see what approach
businesses are being encouraged to take with these technologies, and some of the
points made could easily be cross-sectoral. The commercial side of things may not be
so relevant, but it is interesting to note the parallels between the concept of Enterprise
2.0 discussed in the book and the idea of Library 2.0.
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The authors claim the book is for both the complete newcomer to social media and
blogging, and for those who already use such resources and want to build on their
knowledge of how they can apply the technology. One major benefit of this
			
book is that it can either be used as a comprehensive primer
		
to build an improved understanding of how social media
		
tools and blogging can be used, or as a guide to specific
topics of particular interest, such as wikis, podcasting, or
blogs.
The writers themselves assert that part 1 (blogging) and
part 2 (social media) are geared more towards the beginner, but are still
of interest to those who are familiar with Web 2.0 technology. Part 3
contextualises the role of blogs and social media within business, and
encourages the reader to think further about how these tools could be used
to their full potential. Finally, part 4 looks at the risks of social media in the
context of the current legal situation.
Blogs occupy the first quarter of the book. The concept of blogs, how to
write them, blog designs, the potential benefits and problems and reviews of
blogging platforms, are all discussed. As the book is written with businesses in mind,
the potential use of blogs for commercial and financial benefit are also featured. The
text is really useful in that it provides practical information, and the reviews of open
source free software including Blogger, WordPress and Moveable Type are invaluable
for someone thinking of setting up a blog.
Part 2 of the book focuses on the potential use of a variety of social media. The
following social media tools are featured:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wikis
RSS feeds
Social networking sites including Beebo, MySpace, and Facebook
Social bookmarking tools including del.icio.us (now known as delicious.com) and
Digg
Podcasting
Videocasting
Online office applications including Google Docs and Zoho

This section provides a description of each social media concept, and the potential
benefits and drawbacks of using these resources. Once again, there are references
to the possible role of social media within the business sector. Whilst this discussion is
not always directly relevant to the information professional, it is interesting to see what
tools the business sector are embracing and how much success they are achieving.
One clear advantage is that a lot of the examples are based on the experiences of the
authors. For those who are familiar with social media tools, this section provides useful
information on the potential use of these tools.
The third section of the book then focuses on how social media can be implemented.
Tools and social media discussed in the first two sections are highlighted here again,
and contextualised in a business setting.
It is worth repeating that some ideas, such as the use of blogs and wikis for internal
communication, the validity of RSS feeds in harvesting information, and the value of
participating in networks which will enable individuals to share ideas and experiences,
can easily be applied to other environments.
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These ideas are reinforced by a chapter devoted to a series of case studies illustrating
social media in action within the business context.
As the book was written by a group of lawyers, it was no surprise to see that the final
section had been devoted to the legal aspect of Web 2.0. In a technological world
which is constantly changing, and where some of the traditional barriers to
communication are weaker, this chapter is valuable reading.
The first section focuses on the law. The key content is a detailed analysis of the
significance of the law for social media and blogs. The chapter is then organised into
sections focusing on different legal aspects including copyright, brand protection,
defamation, privacy and data protection.
The book then moves on to look at the potential role social media and blogs could play
in marketing an organisation. One clear message in this section is that new
technologies expose users to unfamiliar risks and potential liabilities.
While this book is a good practical guide, and probably more suited to the Web 2.0
beginner, it can only be beneficial if people are happy to experiment with some of the
tools listed. Trying the new technologies will help potential users to build up a picture
of the social media and blog tools on offer, and make decisions about what is most
relevant to them.
This book is a good starting point, and a sound practical guide to the blogging and
social media resources available.
Jess Duffield
Assistant Subject Librarian (Arts)
University of Warwick.

Disintermediation:
Not Specifically
Mentioned
– So Safe
to Proceed
Chris Leftley on
The Human Side
of Reference

HHH

Farmer, Lesley S. J., (ed). The Human Side of Reference and Information Services in Academic Libraries: Adding Value in the Digital World. (Chandos Information Professional Series). Chandos, 2007. Paperback ISBN 1-84334-257-X/978-184334-257-1. Hardback ISBN 1-84334-258-8/978-1-84334-258-8.
This book attempts to reinforce the importance of the Reference Librarian as a guide
through the maze of knowledge, rather than allowing students to jump straight into
Wikipedia and Google in order to research their topics, though the dread word
disintermediation is not explicitly mentioned.
The introduction starts with a brief discussion of the role of the Librarian in the digital
age, and the importance of understanding as precisely as possible what the student
needs are. In other, and older, words: the Reference Interview. The digital aspects then
come into play by virtue of choosing the correct technology to be used, and
understanding the range of features available.
The book is an expanded case study from California State University, Long Beach
(CSULB), wherein the text has been anglicised, but the sentence structure has
retained its rather convoluted style.
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Chapter 1 looks at the impact of
technology on the current
generation of students, dubbed
Millennials, whose familiarity with
digital technology often gives them
the view that “good enough” will do.
That means that the first page of
results from a search engine
will suffice
Information Literacy is the tool to
cope with “Too Much Information” –
which is what the “disintermediated”
student may well suffer from; and it is
librarians who can teach the skills

Chapter 1 looks at the impact of technology on the current generation of students,
dubbed Millennials, whose familiarity with digital technology often gives them the view
that “good enough” will do. That means that the first page of results from a search
engine will suffice. CSULB research suggest that this reliance on technology, rather
that the library, is often based on lack of access to a library at their pre-University
school/college. Thus students have little or no idea of who and what they are missing.
Chapter 2 discusses the desirable skill sets of Academic Library staff, issues such as
hiring and staff development, and such phenomena as Technostress.
Chapter 3 is about Digital Collection Management – choosing the right databases for
the institution and its students. As digitisation to a large extent now eliminates
geography, is ownership of databases more important than access to them? This is
a question librarians in the field are grappling with. The issue in turn emphasises the
need for resource sharing – except that now it is digital rather than printed material
which is the focus of attention.
Chapter 4 is about information packages, and the need for the librarian to be on
committees to advise on curricula and other resources as courses are constructed.
There is a useful checklist of interoperability requirements. Digital depositories and
Knowledge Management are also discussed, leading into e-publishing and the principle of Creative Commons.
Chapter Five is, I think, the core of the book – a well-written discussion of the impact of
technology on physical access to reference and information services. The card
catalogue has gone, and currently we have computerised library management
systems, electronic databases, e-journals, e-books, websites and so on – so what is a
Library now? A combination of physical space and digital services is the straightforward
answer, although I am personally quite in favour of books as well.

the contributors have answered the
question posed at the outset: “Do
information and reference services
matter in the digital age?” And their
answer is: “Indeed!”
the book achieves its aim of getting
that message across – presumably to
librarians operating in the field – but
the style is a little off-putting; and I
do not think I would spend £40 of my
Library budget on it.

Chapter 6 discusses technological shifts and attitudes to it. For example, in some
cultures plagiarism, or for some people simple copying and pasting, is acceptable.
Information Literacy is the tool to cope with “Too Much Information” – which is what the
“disintermediated” student may well suffer from; and it is librarians who can teach the
skills. Many libraries are buying more digital sources and less print, and one interesting
piece of research shows that, on average, a reference librarian uses only 2% of print
stock to answer reference questions. It is also clear that traditional inductions must be
reviewed to incorporate these changes.
The final chapter looks at the evaluation of reference and information services, with a
useful checklist of what to do, and what not to do.
There is an appendix which guides the reader through the construction of a web form,
and then eight pages of index; although there is no index of websites mentioned in the
text, which I always find a most useful feature.
In conclusion, the contributors have answered the question posed at the outset: “Do
information and reference services matter in the digital age?” And their answer is:
“Indeed! Academic Library Staff continue to serve as intellectual mediators in a world
where information is rampant and sometimes disreputable.”
I think the book achieves its aim of getting that message across – presumably to librarians operating in the field – but the style is a little off-putting; and I do not think I would
spend £40 of my Library budget on it.
Chris Leftley, Wycliffe Hall
University of Oxford
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DVD & Video
From the BFI
T

Saturday Night and Sunday Morning
Of Time and the City
Derek
The films of Jeff Kean
The Gigolos

Saturday Night
and Sunday
Morning

his much-admired British New Wave classic is re-issued on DVD and released on
Blu-ray in new High-Definition transfers, alongside The Loneliness of the Long
Distance Runner (Tony Richardson, 1962).
Saturday Night and Sunday Morning, a seminal film of the British New Wave, was a
great box-office success when it opened n 1960 – audiences were thrilled by its
anti-establishment energy, gritty realism, and above all by its fresh, outspoken
working class hero.
In the industrial streets and factories of Nottingham, Arthur Seaton
(Albert Finney) spends his days at the factory bench, his evenings
in the local pubs and his nights in the arms of Brenda (Rachel
Roberts), the wife of a fellow factory worker. Irresistibly handsome and brimming with animal vitality, Arthur is anti-authority and
unashamedly amoral: “What I’m out for is a good time. All the rest
is propaganda.”
Based on Alan Sillitoe’s largely autobiographical novel, and with
powerful central performances, crackling dialogue and a superb
jazz score by Johnny Dankworth, the film stands as a vibrant
modern classic.
Special features:
•
•
•
•
•

Commentary by film historian Robert Murphy, with writer Alan Sillitoe and
cinematographer Freddie Francis
New filmed interview with Shirley Anne Field
Audio interview with Albert Finney
We Are the Lambeth Boys (1959) – Karel Reisz’s classic Free Cinema
documentary
Illustrated booklet containing essays and biographies
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Of Time and
The City

Shawlie – Of Time and The City

T

erence Davies’s ode to his native Liverpool has found favour with audiences and
critics alike after being hailed as the highlight of the 2008 Cannes Film Festival, where
it received its premiere. This is a spectacular return to form by Davies, long-hailed as
one of Britain’s greatest filmmakers.
Of Time and the City is an illuminating and heartfelt work. It evokes life in post-war
Britain powerfully, while exploring the nature of love, memory, and the toll that the
passing years take on the cities and communities which we cherish. No simple
documentary, it is an entrancing piece of autobiographical cinema which reaches far
beyond the city in which it is set, weaving a rich tapestry from archive and
contemporary footage, music, voice, literary quotation, personal reminiscence and
wickedly funny observation.
Released in cinemas nationwide by the BFI last Autumn, it has been acclaimed around
the world, and producers Roy Boulter and Solon Papadopoulos were nominated for a
BAFTA Award this year.
Special features

•
•
•
•
•

The making of Of Time and the City (2009) – in new interviews, Terence Davies and the film’s producers and archive producer discuss the making of the
film and the inspirations behind it
Listen to Britain (Humphrey Jennings, Stuart McAllister, 1942) the classic wartime documentary, which helped inspire Of Time and the City, presented with
a personal introduction by Terence Davies
Q&A with Terence Davies at Cambridge Arts Picturehouse
Original trailer
Illustrated booklet featuring essays, credits and director biography
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Derek
A film by Isaac Julien
Written and narrated by Tilda Swinton

Painter, author, gay militant, aids activist and

filmmaker, Derek Jarman, who touched the lives of
all he met, was one of Britain’s best-loved and most
original artists. Derek, which has won a number of
international awards, is a glorious remembrance of one
of independent film’s greatest treasures.
Derek was crafted by artist filmmaker Isaac Julien, who
assembled a collage of rare home movies, film clips
and interviews, as well as a cinematic love letter from
the Academy Award® winner Tilda Swinton, written after
Jarman’s death. This film records Jarman’s life, and
chronicles life in everyday England from the 1960s to
the early 1990s. It includes clips of Jarman’s featurelength and Super-8 films. Swinton’s letter tells the truth
about the life Jarman led and the cultural abyss left by his absence.
Special features include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Filmed introduction by Colin MacCabe
The Extended Derek Jarman interview (1991, 69 mins)
New filmed interview with Isaac Julien (2008, 20 mins)
Three Super-8mm short films by Derek Jarman: Pirate Tape (W. S. Burroughs
Film: 1982,16 mins); TG: Psychic Rally in Heaven (1981, 8 mins); Sloane
Square: A Room of One’s Own (1974-6, 9 mins)
The Attendant (Isaac Julien, 1993, 8 mins)
The Clearing (Alexis Bistikas, 1994, 7 mins)
Ostia (Julian Cole, 1987, 26 mins): a short film about Pasolini, which stars
Derek Jarman, with optional director’s commentary.
Derek Jarman paintings gallery
Illustrated booklet with essays by Isaac Julien and B. Ruby Rich; Ossian
Ward on Jarman’s paintings; film notes and biographies.

Explore the explosive cinematic world of visionary filmmaker Jeff Keen, on BFI DVD
and Blu-ray, and on the big screen at BFI Southbank and around the UK.

The Films of Jeff
Kean – Marvo

“It went right over my head and seemed a little threatening, but I’m all for it.” So
commented Ken Russell on the trilogy Cineblatz, Marvo Movie and White Lite.
Born in 1923, and a soldier in World War Two, artist Jeff Keen – now aged 85 – began
making films at the age of 37 when his local art school film society needed things to
show. And so began over forty years of unique, imaginative, irrepressible filmmaking
which has outlived the various eras in which it has thrived: the 60s counter-culture,
punk and beyond.
GAZWRX: The Films of Jeff Keen is an audacious nine hours of restored and
re-mastered films made by this visionary filmmaker, and is available on a 4-disc DVD
and 3-disc Blu-ray.
Films like Marvo Movie (left), Mad Love and others, look like post-apocalyptic home
movies, but point to the sublime subversion of Jack Smith and Kenneth Anger, to
Keen’s experiences in WW2, and to the trashy pop culture of B movies and comics.
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Presented within a series of punchy programmes on DVD and Blu-ray are 45 films
which reveal an astonishingly tireless talent, and a unique individual not afraid to
grapple with sex and war, or to experiment with multiple screens, visceral noise
soundtracks and animation.
Massively inspiring, characters Silverhead and The Cat Woman and films like Blatzom
and Victory Thru Film Power have been kept from view for far too long. Progressing
through various film stocks, though always preferring 8mm – which Keen thought was
more oppositional, more disposable, and less of a sell-out – this self-taught artist, and
pioneer of independent film, impresses his individual stamp upon all his work. Special
features:
•
•
•
•

Brand new interview with Jeff Keen
Art Flies Free (2000) – experimental documentary by Ian Helliwell
Jeff Keen Films (1983) – documentary with interview
96-page booklet featuring paintings, drawings and collages by Jeff Keen plus
articles by Tony Rayns, Ray Durgnat and Jack Sargeant.

The Gigolos
A film by Richard Bracewell, with Susannah
York, Siân Phillips, Angela Pleasence and
Anna Massey

T

he Gigolos is a highly original, acutely observed and understated “buddy” comedy
from British newcomer Richard Bracewell with a stellar cast.
Set in the world of male escorts in London’s Mayfair, the smooth and charming Sacha
(Sacha Tarter) is a favourite among the wealthy, but lonely, over-fifties – his regular clients elegantly played by Susannah York, Siân Phillips, Angela Pleasence and
Anna Massey. When an injury puts Sacha out of action, his younger live-in valet and
manager, the awkwardly sophisticated loner, Trevor (Trevor Sather) – stands in, thus
creating a jealous rivalry which, in the end, threatens their co-dependent partnership.
Through intimate camerawork and a wonderfully eclectic soundtrack featuring Bizet,
Mozart, The Bluetones, Ian Dury and the Blockheads, The Swingle Singers and Joe
Cocker, Bracewell evokes, with poetic clarity, the twilight world and loneliness of latenight London. Special features include:
•
•
BFI DVDs are available from the Filmstore at BFI
Southbank; the BFI at 21 Stephen Street London W1;
DVD retailers; mail order from 020 7815 1350; online
at http://filmstore.bfi.org.uk/

•
•
•
•
•
•

Feature commentary by Bracewell, Tarter and Sather
Gigolos Uncovered (Paul Sullivan, 2008); a documentary on the making of the film
(28 mins)
The Big Idea: a portrait of entrepreneurial Britain (Richard Bracewell, 2003), a
short film from the creative team behind The Gigolos (28 mins)
Interview with director, BBC Film Network, 2007 (7 mins)
How to Write a Hollywood Screenplay (Richard Bracewell, 1995); a short film written by and starring David Wolstencroft (10 mins)
Original trailer
Illustrated booklet
Dolby Digital stereo (320 kbps).
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Office 2007 The Ultimate Fix for Flexibility
Inclusivity and Functionality
Wherever you are working, Microsoft Office 2007 Ultimate Edition gives you just
Ken Cheetham of UWIC Student
Support finds much to enthuse about
in Office 2007 Ultimate Edition

Wherever you are working, Microsoft
Office 2007 Ultimate Edition gives you
just about everything you could want to
use on your desktop, be you student,
academic or business partner.
Instant Search allows you to easily find
everything you need, and quickly.
The Office 2007 Ultimate Edition
includes Access, Excel, Groove,
InfoPath, OneNote, Outlook,
PowerPoint, Publisher and Word.

about everything you could want to use on your desktop, be you student, academic
or business partner. Instant Search allows you to find everything you need easily, and
quickly.
The Office 2007 Ultimate Edition includes Access, Excel, Groove, InfoPath, OneNote,
Outlook, PowerPoint, Publisher and Word.
Office 2007 offers many additional features. The most obvious is the completely new
Graphical User Interface, called Fluent. A control panel, named the Ribbon, displays
buttons & icons, organising and grouping commands under Tabs, with all the major
controls there on the Home tab.
The Office 2007 Button integrates, and provides access to, functions common across
applications, such as New, Open, Convert, Save, Save As, Print and Send. Office
2007 also introduces new applications and server-side tools, including Groove and
SharePoint Server, providing online collaboration and communication tools for those
who may need them.
Yet the GUI is not just a new look: the way in which the user interacts with it has also
changed. The Ribbon accommodates tools in a far more intuitive way than in previous
Office styles, remembering which tools are used most often, and automatically
offering them up. At first, finding the new locations of commonly used options may
cause a some alarm, but the Ribbon will also introduce the user to commands and
tools of which he – or she – were not even aware.
The first encounter with 2007 may be somewhat daunting, as it seems to impose
a steep learning curve on the transfer process, but do not be put off. I found this
really to be a question of remembering where things are, and once that is achieved
the seeming difficulties are replaced by a positive
anticipation of the improved working environment.
Perhaps more importantly, first-time users do not find
the encounter to be a problem at all. I was taken by
surprise, when returning to UWIC in October 2008, to
discover that all student machines had been upgraded
to 2007 after prolonged testing. Year Two and Three
students had little difficulty, and first years none at
all, as they stepped into what was an unfamiliar
environment’ and took it in their stride.
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One of the most attractive features of the any piece of text for example,
hover the mouse over a formatting option – Font, Font Size or Colour
– and how each option could change the document’s appearance
is shown. Simply click to apply the change if required. An additional
aspect of this is the ghost menu, which appears as the mouse hovers
above a selection, avoiding the need to move up the Ribbon to make a
change.
Another attractive feature is the Quick Launch toolbar, above the
Ribbon just to the right of the Office Button. Here, any command from
any of the Ribbon’s tabs can be kept, if it is something it will be useful to
have to hand always.
One of the aspects of programme updates which often causes
concern, is that newer versions should be backward-compatible, and of course Office
2007 meets that requirement. However, Microsoft’s decision to use its Open XML file
formats (distinguishable from the old formats by the addition of the letter x to the file
extension – .docx, .xlsx, or .pptx) as the defaults in Word, Excel, and PowerPoint, will
mean that older versions of these will not be able to open files in the newer formats.
The problem is that it is always likely that such files will be received.

The Ribbon accommodates tools
in a far more intuitive way than in
previous Office styles, remembering
which tools are used most often,
and automatically offering them up.
At first, finding the new locations of
commonly used options may cause a
some alarm, but the Ribbon will also
introduce the user to commands and
tools of which he – or she were not
even aware.

Needless to say, there are several ways of working round this problem. The first is
that the file originator can also save a document in the old format (Word 97-2003).
It is perhaps better for the user of the older version to download the free, 27MB,
2007 Office Compatibility Pack from http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.
aspx?FamilyId=941B3470-3AE9-4AEE-8F43-C6BB74CD1466&displaylang=en.
A significant advantage of the new file formats is that the file size will be reduced by
between 25% and 75%. The download will allow users of the older versions to open
and edit documents in the newer file formats in their programmes. Originators of
these XML files could also install an add-in from Microsoft to enable documents to be
saved as Portable Document Format (PDF) files. These could then be read in Acrobat
Reader, or edited in Acrobat. The SaveAsPDFandXPS.exe download allows users to
export and save to the PDF and XPS formats in eight Office2007 programmes. It also
allows users to send as e-mail attachments in the PDF and XPS formats in a subset
of those programmes. Specific features vary by programme.
The concept of Themes is common to Excel, PowerPoint and Word. Collections of
fonts, colours and effects which work well together are now available. Changing from
one theme to another changes everything at once, altering the look of a document
with a mouse click. Total integration even allows copying a chart from Excel to Word,
and enables the chart to take on the theme of the Word document automatically.
New graphic effects have been introduced, SmartArt being available in the main
applications. A conventional bullet-point list becomes a smart graphic of arrows,
blocks, buttons, cogs, funnels and radials, for example. Where the document has
a theme, these blend with it, picking up its colours, fonts and effects to make much
improved graphics with little effort. A diagram type is selected from a large gallery,
then a list is typed in. The diagram formats itself to the current theme. Adding,
changing or removing points from the list triggers the diagram to redraw itself.
Considering all of the above, readers probably visualise these effects in Word, as that
is the application with which most will be familiar. It is worth taking a closer look at
Excel, as there are some significant changes not immediately apparent to the user.
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New graphic effects have been
introduced, SmartArt being
available in the main applications. A
conventional bullet-point list becomes
a smart graphic of arrows, blocks,
buttons, cogs, funnels and radials, for
example. Where the document has a
theme, these blend with it, picking up
its colours, fonts and effects to make
much improved graphics with little
effort.

It is not just the look of the documents produced, but their usability which has been
improved. Excel workbooks can now be much bigger. Each worksheet can have over
a million rows, and over 16,000 columns. It is worth remembering that, when saving
files in the older 97-2003 file format, or sending files to users of previous versions,
users must bear in mind the limitations of those versions. However, the compatibility
checker will advise if the workbook is too big, and the conversion will resolve any
issues with other formatting.
The new charting module has big improvements. The older chart types remain, but
with a fresher look and feel. Again, the Ribbon offers fast formatting. Galleries of chart
types, colour schemes and layouts facilitate the creation of charts with series data
presented in shades of the same colour, an aspect not easily achieved previously.
Every characteristic of every aspect of a chart can be controlled, and most of these
will remain intact and in place when saved as the 97-2003 .xls format.
The new Page Layout view shows the worksheet as it will appear on the printed page,
complete with headers, footers and margins. Conveniently, all can be edited in this
view, which speeds up the finalising process. The image (facing) shows the Excel
Page Layout tab, with themes dropped down. The Office Button and Quick Launch
toolbar are at the top left.

System requirements for Office 2007
are: - 500MHz processor; 256MB
RAM; Windows XP with Service
Pack 2 or Vista; 2GB hard disk
space; 1,024x768 resolution monitor.
Published prices from Microsoft
online were as follows:
Office 2007 Standard, £349.99;
Small Business, £399.99; Pro,
£449.99 and Ultimate £599.99.
However, there is some good
news for those in education. The
Ultimate Steal is now available from
http://www.microsoft.com/student/
discounts/theultimatesteal-uk/
default.aspx for the download price
of just £38.95, provided some basic
criteria are met. Individuals must
have a valid e-mail address, with the
domain suffixes ac.uk, ac.im, ac.gg’,
‘ac.je or open.ac.uk. If the domain
suffix is open.ac.uk then users do
not need to meet the minimum
contact or working and teaching
time requirements. Otherwise, these
requirements cover both staff and
students, and apply to higher and
further education.

Conditional formatting in Excel is vastly improved. This allows formatting to be added
to values which meet certain criteria, for example a selected column of figures can be
conditionally formatted so that all amounts less than 10, or other values, will appear in
dark red on a light red background.
Many preset options are available from the Ribbon. Let us take some examples:
highlight a date occurring last month; mark results over 50% with a tick; under with a
cross. Formatting rules may also be mixed as desired.
These are the key developments in the Office 2007 package, and they are the ones
it is necessary to consider while thinking of making the change. My own experience
at UWIC was that although I joined the staff training offered for the major packages,
I could have managed without this, simply because nothing has really changed
in principle, and it appears that the training was put in place for new users of the
packages available. So experienced users need have no qualms.
Finally, multilingual individuals who routinely create or edit documents and
presentations in different languages might consider acquiring an Office Language
Pack. Office Language Packs help organisations deploying office applications in
environments where PCs are shared by speakers of different languages, or are used
to service customers in different countries. They provide the flexibility of working in
any of 37 languages. This covers menus, help, or using proofing tools such as spell
checker, dictionary and thesaurus. A French package, for example, costs just £9.
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Melissa
American University Website
New RFID Conversion Software
Desktop Virtualisation

Kevin Curran
I

Happy
Birthday
Melissa – Memories
of the Melissa
Virus
from Graham Cluley of Sophos
Graham’s blog is at:
http://www.sophos.com/blogs/gc/.
Additional material by kind permission of
Graham Cluley and Sophos

t all started with just one file being uploaded to the internet. As a result of this single
action, an infected Word document was posted to the alt.sex usenet newsgroup. Most
people probably thought a Word.DOC file was harmless, even though simple macro
viruses had been circulating since mid-1995, so many of them were all too eager to
open the file to look through the list of passwords for pornographic websites. That was
the trigger which led to the Melissa virus spreading like wildfire around the world.
The reason was that when the Word document was opened, it forwarded itself to the
first 50 people in the user’s Microsoft Outlook address book.
There were some other curiosities about Melissa which are sometimes forgotten. The
virus occasionally corrupted documents by inserting the phrase “twenty-two, plus
triple-word-score, plus fifty points for using all my letters. Game’s over. I’m outta here.”
This was a reference to an episode of The Simpsons cartoon show, where Bart was
playing Homer at Scrabble and put down the “word” KWIJYBO to represent a balding,
North American ape.
Melissa was one of the first of the successful email-aware viruses, forcing some large
companies to shut down their email gateways because of the colossal amount of email
the malware was generating.
Virus writers could not fail to notice the impact which Melissa was having, and the
volume of email which the malware was capable of generating.
As a result of this, the virus cast a very long shadow as, in the years to come, it inspired thousands of other malware attacks, such as Anna Kournikova, The Love Bug,
Netsky, and Bagle.
I had not quite started working for Sophos at the time of the Melissa virus outbreak. At
that point in my career I was between security companies, in fact minding my garden,
but I still remember how internet discussion groups like alt.comp.virus were dominated
by discussion of this rapidly-spreading piece of malware, and how other hackers
posted their concern that Melissa’s author may have bitten off more than he, or she,
could chew.
Funnily enough, it was that initial posting to the alt.sex internet newsgroup which was
to help the authorities identify the mastermind behind the Melissa virus.
The Word document, which had been uploaded to Usenet, had come from the account
of an AOL user: skyrocket@aol.com. Police contacted AOL and were quickly able to
establish that the owner of the account had not been the person who had uploaded the
file.
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Instead, his account had been compromised by an unknown hacker. Fortunately, AOL
were able to provide information which pointed in the direction of a property in New
Jersey.
Less than a week after the Melissa virus oubreak began, 30-year-old David L Smith
was arrested at his brother’s house in Eatontown, New Jersey, and it was soon
confirmed that Smith had released the virus, named after a stripper he had known in
Florida, from his apartment.
I remember at the time being surprised at how old Smith was. Most virus writers in
those days were teenage boys, and usually not emotionally mature enough to have
grown out of writing viruses which were predominantly designed to show off rather than
make money. Remember, at the time financially-motivated malware was extremely
rare. Melissa was just written for kicks rather than financial reward.
Without at least some financial motivation for his actions, it is hard not to think of a
thirty-year-old man, hanging out on the internet with virus-writing buddies, being
anything other than somewhat sad.
Surprisingly, it seems that Smith was clever enough to realise that he should cooperate
with the authorities so that he could minimise any possible punishment. Within weeks
of the FBI arresting him, he was using a fake identity to communicate with, and track,
virus writers around the world.
According to court documents released some years later, Smith gave the FBI the
name, home address and email address of Jan de Wit (also known as OnTheFly).
This man was the Netherlands-based creator of the Anna Kournikova virus. The FBI
passed the information on to authorities in Europe, who arrested de Wit. He was later
sentenced to 150 hours community service.
Furthermore, it is claimed that David L Smith, in 2001, assisted in another investigation
into a virus writer, after he recorded online discussions with part-time DJ Simon Vallor,
the author of three viruses.
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Most people probably thought a
Word.DOC file was harmless, even
though simple macro viruses had
been circulating since mid-1995.
When the Word document was
opened, it forwarded itself to the first
50 people in the user’s Microsoft
Outlook address book.
The virus occasionally corrupted
documents by inserting the phrase
“twenty-two, plus triple-word-score,
plus fifty points for using all my letters. Game’s over. I’m outta here.”
At the time financially-motivated
malware was extremely rare. Melissa
was just written for kicks rather than
financial reward.
Some large companies were forced
to shut down their email systems
because of the colossal amount of
email the malware was generating.

The FBI shared the information with British detectives, who arrested Vallor in February
2002. Vallor subsequently pleaded guilty and was eventually sentenced to two years
imprisonment.
In return for his services, a grateful FBI paid for David L Smith’s rent, insurance and
utilities, totalling over US$12,000.
No doubt, Smith’s assistance to the FBI contributed to a tardiness in sentencing him.
It was not until 2002, over three years after the Melissa virus spread across the globe,
that he finally received his punishment of a 20 month jail term.
The words I wrote at the time seem to me to be a fitting coda for the story of Melissa:
The Melissa worm was a serious security breach, inconveniencing millions of computer
users the world over – it’s important that Smith has been dealt with in an appropriate
manner by the US courts.
It’s just a shame that the authorities couldn’t have worked quicker to bring him to book.
Smith has already been a dark inspiration to a whole generation of script kiddies –
these copycat virus writers would have undoubtedly thought twice before distributing
their malicious code if their hero was serving time.
I do not know what happened to Smith after jail, but I hope he managed to rebuild his
life. He may have written malware in a more innocent era than today, but there is no
doubt that his creation helped spawn the imagination of many other cybercriminals. In
many ways, Melissa was the Grandmother of email-aware malware, which continued
to plague companies and home users for years to come.
Footnote:
Thanks to colleague Paul Ducklin, who correctly pointed out that Melissa was not the
first email-aware virus. For instance, Happy99, although not a mass-mailer – since
it only transmitted one email for each one sent – predates Melissa by at least two
months.
There is some symmetry in mentioning Happy99, as its author Spanska is the man
who expressed the hope that Melissa’s creator would not be caught. This presumably
reflected his hope that he would continue to evade prosecution as well.
From an even earlier period, the CHRISTMA EXEC worm, which took out BITNET/
EARNET, and could be argued to be even more effective than Melissa, in terms of
the extent to which it affected the overall functionality of the internet, can probably be
described as the first successful mass-mailing malware, as far back as 1987.

American University’s
New Community-Driven
Content Management
System

American University (AU), the

Washington-based liberal arts
university, which took in its first
students in 1914, has launched a new
community-focused website where
all audiences—students, faculty, staff,
and alumni—convene to create and
share university-driven and
user-driven Web content.
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PaperThin, Inc., a leading Web content systems provider, and Web technology
consultant firm North Highland, have used the CommonSpot Web content
management software to build the new AU site. The project began in 2006, and the
overall design of the new site was the responsibility of the New York-based strategic
Web design firm HUGE.
The result is a complete visual and content overhaul of the existing american.edu,
which enables the university to “speak the language of the student” through more than
5,000 pages, including community-focused features such as:
•
•
•
•

AUpedia: a wiki-style informational tool which covers all aspects of the university
and university life by presenting content submitted by contributors from all areas of
the University
AU Profiles: student profile and faculty listing pages which feature photographs,
articles, success stories, and other types of information related to topics of interest
and areas of expertise
AU Newswire: the newswire, equivalent to the CNN ticker, displays university
news in real time
Other community-focused content such as the Virtual Tour of AU, a multi-media
page with videos and podcasts featuring lectures and speeches, newsreels, study
abroad experiences and featured internships

The virtual tour was created by RealViewTV. This gives prospective students a threedimensional campus map. In one section, a student, a faculty member or an alumnus
show viewers their favourite spots on the campus.
On the university’s side, over 25000 man hours were contributed by more than 125
American University staff from across the University, covering over 20 departments
and other units.
HUGE is at http://www.hugeinc.com, while the North Highland website is at
http://www.northhighland.com.
The result of the work carried out by PaperThin is a site which is more like a
collaborative meeting place where people can share news and experiences,
exchange ideas, and celebrate achievements.
CommonSpot is a flexible, scalable, and easy-to-use Web content
management system, which enables organisations to improve productivity
and achieve better results from their Web initiatives. It enables non-technical
users to publish any type of content, such as text, forms, video, images,
or RSS, delivered by any delivery channel. Web, streaming media, mobile
phone or iPod are all catered for with minimal IT involvement. This makes
them more self-sufficient and more productive. The inherent flexibility and
scalability allows IT and site administrators to easily adapt the system,
whether the requirement is for an “out-of-the-box” application which the
purchaser can customise, or the creation of a custom-built application through a development framework.
CommonSpot also supports easy integration with, import and export applications.
Visit PaperThin at http://www.paperthin.com.
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Bibliotheca RFID Library Systems has announced its new RFID Conversion Software.

New RFID
Conversion
Software

This allows libraries equipped with barcodes the flexibility to convert to RFID, at the
self-checkout or return point, as patrons complete routine check-out/check-in of library
material.
The RFID conversion software helps relieve libraries of the considerable time, labour
and cost needed to convert entire collections from barcodes to RFID.
Bibliotheca’s flexible, patent-pending BiblioChip conversion software will work with the
company’s own self-check stations and book returns, as well as products from other
vendors.

The BiblioChip RFID system automates, and simplifies, the lending and return process
for all types of library media. It also increases the security of the entire library
collection. Stock taking and control is significantly faster with RFID, as is the
management of multimedia.
Bibliotheca’s RFID software consists of a modular set of hardware and software
components, which are specially developed for library applications.
The hardware meets the technological demands of modern libraries, and can be
adapted to suit specific client requirements and operating conditions. It also has a
contemporary and user-friendly design.
The software not only ensures the smooth operation of the integrated system, but it
also supports direct communication with existing library management systems (LMS).
Data is processed reliably, and in milliseconds. This is another postive feature of the
RFID system.
Operational stability, and a high level of flexibility, are the key features of the BiblioChip
RFID system. The advantages for library operations can be summed up as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Efficient media management: inventory taking and control made easy, fast location
of misplaced items
Applicable to all types of media, with total reliability and security
Improved productivity
Elimination of routine
Effective for all library media, including media packages
Initializing media from bar code to RFID
Initialising media packages
Multilingual user interface (English, German, French, with other languages on
request)
Supports LMS/ILS protocols SIP2 and NCIP, SLNP and Z3950
LMS/ILS data synchronisation
Various data models supported
WLAN / LAN connection to LMS/ILS
Individual activation/deactivation of functions
Remote helpdesk support
Software only supplied, or complete

Go to http://www.bibliotheca-rfid.com.
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Desktop
Virtualisation:
Has it Hit
Your Desk?
T

he discussion on desktop virtualisation, or the hosted virtual desktop, is heating
up. Some view it as futuristic. Others say it is a throwback to the world of mainframe
computing.

the term refers to a process of setting
up a data centre which brings together
all aspects of the computer service –
managing the system, handling data
processing functions, maintaining
software – while delivering services to a
wide range of distributed devices, which
could include pcs, mobile devices, thin
clients and others.

With economic concerns forcing oganisations of all types to take a hard look at
expenses across the enterprise, however, there are many reasons why this has now
become such a hot topic. Virtual desktops – basically the use of software packages
in order to extend and broaden the reach of computers – is one of the tactics used to
rationalise expenditure on IT and reduce costs.
Essentially, the term refers to a process of setting up a data centre which brings
together all aspects of the computer service – managing the system, handling data
processing functions, maintaining software – while delivering services to a wide range
of distributed devices, which could include pcs, mobile devices, thin clients and others.
Advocates of virtual desktops quote
•
•
•
•

Cost saving
Greater simplicity
Greater responsiveness
Better security of data

In our current cost-conscious world, the potential to reduce IT costs is obvious.
Virtualisation significantly reduces the need for idle computing hardware, and
drastically lowers power consumption. This is especially true in areas where access
to computer services has to be available on a 24 hours a day basis, and where the
information itself is even more crucial than normally. Lower power consumption comes
from reducing the need to run lightly loaded, but high powered, CPUs at each desktop,
while delivering desktop sessions for multiple users from a server which can be under
a heavy load.
Most importantly, virtualisation removes the need for IT services to maintain large
numbers of desktop systems which are largely user-managed. It also eliminates the
need to re-image, constantly, machines which have become degraded through common usage.
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Imagine how few headaches we would have if
we could have a new copy of the OS
Image everyday – while not suffering from the
gradual detoriaation which slowly kills
performance.
This all sounds good. But, before diving headfirst into the virtualisation pool, it is important to
realise that the benefits of desktop
virtualisation also lead to new security
challenges. In particular, these involve
managing user identities, authentication
processes and the enforcement of access
policies.
With user identities being especially important
at multiple points within the virtual desktop,
coordinating and enforcing access policies
becomes far more difficult. It is also considerably more prone to error because of the need
to synchronise all the the systems involved.
Since one of the advantages inherent in the
use of virtual desktops is the ability to create dynamic desktops tailored to the user’s
role and needs within the organisation, centralising the management of user
identities, roles and access (or desktop) policies is critical in this new virtual
environment. Allowing users access only to desktops tailored to their role or location
can be valuable in controlling access to computing resources. A single location for
authenticating users, obtaining desktop access rights, and auditing session-related
information is a significant advantage. This factor is equally important, if not more so,
than the procedures and policies which operate in a conventional desktop
environment.
Whilst it will be some time before adoption becomes common, mainly because security
capabilities and limitations present a barrier to adoption, we are beginning to see the
need to address these issues. There is an overall requirement to integrate user identity
with authentication and policy, linking the specific user to the virtual session, and even
to the virtual application.
Desktop virtualisation has tremendous promise. However, until we can replicate the
user’s current experience – and, more importantly – make it easier to set and enforce
authentication and policy in this environment, there is still some development which
has to take place.
Imprivata is at http://www.Imprivata.com.
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Theatre
of Memories
Andrew Green, Librarian of the
National Library of Wales,
assesses the Library’s response to
digitisation, and describes the way
in which the digital revolution is
being utilised to help the Library
overcome the barriers of
geography, tradition and image,
and by doing so strengthen the
Library’s role in protecting the
culture of a small nation

T

he modern era, for most people interested in the transmission of recorded
knowledge, began in 1989. It was in that year that Tim Berners-Lee, then working in
Geneva for CERN (the European Organisation for Nuclear Research), invented the
World Wide Web. By then the internet was already well-established. Many ingenious
people had contributed to its development, including Rhondda-born Donald Davies,
the inventor of packet-switching. But it was Berners-Lee’s breakthrough which made
the internet indispensable to all those – writers, scholars, learners, publishers and
librarians – concerned with originating, organising and sharing knowledge.
The World Wide Web – now abbreviated and decapitalised to ‘the web’ – offered
three big advantages. Information could be published to the world, very cheaply and
without specialist skills. Having been published, it could be connected simply to other
web publications, through hyperlinks. And it could be changed, updated or challenged
with ease. The result, in short, was that the boundaries between writer, publisher and
reader were removed.
Seventy-one years ago Walter Benjamin, in his classic essay of 1937, The Work of Art
in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction, prefigured this change when he wrote:
For centuries a small number of writers were confronted by many thousands of
readers. This changed toward the end of the last century. With the increasing extension
of the press ... an increasing number of readers became writers ... And today there is
hardly a gainfully employed European who could not, in principle, find an opportunity to
publish somewhere or other comments on his work, grievances, documentary reports,
or that sort of thing .... At any moment the reader is ready to turn into a writer.
We are used to new technologies being adopted and popularised with rapidity. Yet the
rise of the web is astonishing. Within the space of 19 years the number of websites
has increased from one (Berners-Lee’s original page), to an estimated eight billion (the
number Google claims to index today).
One result is that digital knowledge is becoming the norm, not the exception or the
supplement, in an increasing number of domains. For workers in many research
disciplines, including science, technology and medicine, digital is the only medium: long
runs of print periodicals, previously indispensable, now lie unused on library shelves. In
other areas, such as news media, digital and analogue co-exist uneasily.
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Creative writing is one of the few areas comparatively untouched by the web
The “flight from print” is becoming
evident not only in publishing trends,
but also in the ways in which users of
recorded knowledge behave.
An important recent study by Ian
Rowlands for JISC (the Joint
Information Systems Committee) and
the British Library, Information
Behaviour of the Researcher
of the Future, summarises evidence of
young people’s preference for
an online to a print environment
when they need information, and how
they operate when online. In fact, this
shift has been clear for some time
to those institutions responsible for
providing young people with access to
knowledge in print and electronic
form – academic libraries.

revolution. Here, offline – in this case print – still dominates. In general, although the
number of books published continues to increase – in 2006 115,522 books were
published in the UK, an increase of 4.1% over 2005 – the rise of digital information is
far more striking. More information is now available on the web than the total publishing
output of the world from Gutenberg to today.
The “flight from print” is becoming evident not only in publishing trends, but also in the
ways in which users of recorded knowledge behave. An important recent study by Ian
Rowlands for JISC (the Joint Information Systems Committee) and the British Library,
Information Behaviour of the Researcher of the Future, summarises evidence of young
people’s preference for an online to a print environment when they need information,
and how they operate when online. In fact, this shift has been clear for some time to
those institutions responsible for providing young people with access to knowledge
in print and electronic form – academic libraries. Visits and loans of printed material
(especially from other libraries) are in long-term decline, while the use of electronic
sources increases continually.
So, if readers of the future are likely to turn first, or even exclusively, to the web for their
needs, where does this leave the mass of knowledge still lodged in analogue formats
such as print? What are libraries, as the long-term guardians of that material, to do, if
their millions of books and pamphlets, serials and newspapers, maps, archives and
films are to have a chance of reaching audiences in the future?
In their search for a solution, many publishers and libraries have turned to the very
technologies which are beginning to render print obsolete – the online technologies
clustered around the web and the wider internet. In particular, they have embraced
that range of techniques known by the unlovely term digitisation, comprising a series
of operations – digital capture, optical character recognition (in the case of searchable
text), metadata creation, presentation and preservation.
Why digitise? Most obviously, to offer better public access to the content of the original
medium, especially, as we have seen, if the latter is likely to be overlooked in future.
The web can also appeal to wider audiences, in terms of type and geographical
distribution, than the originals could hope to reach. For example, people overseas
can for the first time enjoy a direct experience of Welsh culture in documentary form.
Another advantage is to save wear and tear on the original if the latter is fragile or
decaying.
Then again, digital presentation can enable parts of an original, which may be
scattered across two or more places, to be reunited in a single digital location.
And finally, especially in the case of text, digitisation can give users a much richer
experience than the original can. A good example is the Dictionary of Welsh Biography.
The original print volumes were only searchable by the name of the biographee; in the
digital version the texts of the various volumes are consolidated in a single sequence,
and every word in every entry is searchable.
Wales, and especially its National Library, was quick to realise the benefits of online
representation of analogue originals. The Library is in an unusual position: it holds by
far the largest collection of the nation’s recorded knowledge in documentary form, and
yet is geographically remote from centres of population. Holding, as it does, a remit to
serve the whole population of Wales, it turned naturally to the web and digitisation to
help overcome barriers of geography, tradition and image.
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It is not an impossible dream to
imagine digitising the whole printed
heritage of our country, from its
beginnings in the sixteenth century
up to almost the present day. The
literature of Wales is comparatively
small, and therefore manageable, in a
way in which the literature of England
or France is not. The benefit of having
at hand the whole corpus of a country’s
output in electronic form, rather than
selections, is obvious.
Mass digitisation liberates libraries,
in the sense that books can grow
electronic wings and fly to distant parts
of the country or the world, but also
because optical character recognition,
analysing their texts down to the level
of each individual word or letter, opens
their contents to rapid and accurate
searching by the reader.

The Library’s ambition is a radical and a democratic
one: to make sure that the knowledge it contains
or mediates is as easily accessible as possible to
everyone in the nation. True, the digital divide still
exists in Wales, as many people still lack internet
access, for technical and other reasons. But that
divide is reducing year by year, and there can be no
doubt that online delivery is the way of the future.

T

he Library’s early efforts, in the late 1990s, were
mainly small scale, and concentrated on selecting
treasures from the collection, almost as trophies or
advertisements. Since then it has produced a wide
array of resources, almost all available free of charge on the Library’s website. The
media of the original collections range from books, manuscripts, maps and archives to
paintings, photographs and sound recordings.
Many exhibitions have also been translated into online form, and so are still viewable
long after the physical exhibitions have ended. Examples of projects available on the
Library’s Digital Mirror include: Campaign!, a trilingual themed guide to the history of
politics in Wales; Ohio, a website documenting the history of Welsh settlers in that
state; the cartoons of Leslie Illingworth; and the photographs of Geoff Charles.
The Library is also home to a subsidiary company, Culturenet Cymru. Culturenet’s role
is to promote the history and culture of Wales in a digital context.
It operates with, and on behalf of, institutions and community groups throughout Wales
which either have collections, or simply an interest in these areas. Its chief asset is the
website and database entitled Gathering the Jewels.
This is a pioneering attempt to use digitisation to build a single national collection, in
digital form, of items selected from museums, archives and libraries all round Wales. It
is a work in progress, to which additions are still being made.
These projects, taken together, amount to over half a million items in the case of the
National Library’s Digital Mirror, and over 27,000 for Gathering the Jewels. They have
also made a major impact. It is hard to say exactly how their contents have been
used, but that they are used intensively is beyond dispute. Gathering the Jewels alone
attracts three and a half million distinct user sessions each year, from all over the world.

T

his was the world of digitisation until December 2004: a world of small-scale, handcrafted creation of digital simulacra. In that month the world was turned upside down.
Google, whose ambition is to “organize the world’s information and make it universally
accessible and useful”, announced its intention to digitise not individual books, nor
even individual collections, but whole libraries: five of them, all in the United States with
one exception, the Bodleian Library in Oxford. At a stroke Fordism replaced, or at least
challenged, what had been until then a cottage industry. For the first time it became
possible to consider seriously the possibility of converting whole domains of print into
electronic equivalents. Not only would long-forgotten volumes be reunited with their
readers, but those readers would also enjoy the facility to search the combined texts
for what interested them.
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large-scale digitisation would achieve
what has eluded many. For the first
time it would create, on the internet, a
vast corpus of material in the Welsh
language. It has always been a
weakness that, whereas in print and
on the airwaves Welsh is reasonably
visible and available, it is all but invisible
on the web, despite the fact that Welsh
speakers are avid internet users.

Google’s plans ran into trouble almost at once, with publishers afraid that their
copyrights would be infringed, and also that their financial interests would be harmed
by heedless digitising. These anxieties have been calmed or avoided. Google now
says it operates “while carefully respecting authors’ and publishers’ copyrights”. Its
robotic book scanners are now busy day and night turning letterpress into bits and
bytes, and it is reported that one million books have already been treated. Other giants
of the online world have followed Google’s example: Microsoft is digitising 100,000
books from the British Library’s nineteenth-century collections, for example.
Where does this leave a small and, in Google’s eyes, unknown or unremarkable
country like Wales? Surprisingly, the answer may be: in a very promising position.
Mass digitisation offers a number of advantages for Wales.
Firstly, it is not an impossible dream to imagine digitising, in principle, the whole printed
heritage of our country, from its beginnings in the sixteenth century up to almost the
present day. The literature of Wales is comparatively small, and therefore manageable,
in a way that the literature of, say, England or France is not. The benefit of having at
hand – again, in principle – the whole corpus of a country’s output in electronic form,
rather than selections, is obvious.
Secondly, mass digitisation liberates libraries, not only in the sense that books can
grow electronic wings and fly to distant parts of the country or the world, but also
because optical character recognition, analysing their texts down to the level of each
individual word or letter, opens their contents to rapid and accurate searching by the
reader. Anyone who has used the Times’ digital archive will recognise the immense
power it puts in the hands of its users. Why should the newspapers of Wales, whose
contents are currently virtually locked away from efficient use, unless indexed, which is
a rarity, not be opened up in the same way?
Thirdly, large-scale digitisation would achieve what has eluded many. For the first
time it would create, on the internet, a vast corpus of material in the Welsh language.
It has always been a weakness that, whereas in print and on the airwaves Welsh is
reasonably visible and available, it is all but invisible on the web, despite the fact that
Welsh speakers are avid internet users.
The list of beneficiaries of such a programme is almost endless. It will aid academics,
researchers, learners of all kinds from primary school onwards, journalists, media
companies and politicians.
This is the vision that lies behind the National Library’s innovative programme The
Theatre of Memory. It aims, in principle, to
convert the entire historic print collections of
Wales, in whatever language and whatever
medium (books, periodicals, newspapers, maps
and ephemera) into digital form, available free
of charge to anyone interested in Wales.
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It is an ambitious and expensive programme. It
cannot be put into practice all at once, but must
be divided into more manageable segments.
As it happens, one of those segments is
already under construction. Welsh Journals
Online (WJO) is funded by the Joint Information
Systems Committee (JISC) of the UK higher
education funding councils and by the Welsh
Assembly Government. It is managed by the
National Library of Wales on behalf of the
Wales Higher Education Libraries Forum, which
represents all the higher education institutions
in Wales. Its aim is to place on the web the
electronic texts of about ninety of the most
important periodicals of Wales published since
1900.
What distinguishes this project from most others
of its kind, is that it started in the knowledge that
most of the articles to be included were still in
copyright. Digitising publications before 1900
is easier, but inevitably leads to the problem
of what has been called the “twentieth-century black hole”. No public body can ignore
intellectual property rights, so the project has been scrupulous in attempting to avoid
digitising articles against their authors’ wishes. It has discussed copyright with the
publishers, and has taken all reasonable steps to contact authors. An objection from
publisher or author leads to exclusion of the title or article from the project. There
is also a “take-down” policy, in case, despite all best attempts, an author surfaces
subsequently and objects.
Some members of Academi – some of them contributors to the handful of literary
periodicals selected for inclusion – protested about the lack of provision for payment
to authors for what is effectively a re-publication of their works. This is an entirely
understandable standpoint, and one which was anticipated when the project was first
planned. Incidentally, all the major relevant bodies, including Academi, were consulted
at this stage.
There were two reasons for not offering payment. Firstly, this was an educational
project, which aimed to maximise the amount of digitisation achieved, and hence its
value to learners. Secondly, under any payment system, most of the funds would have
been swallowed up in administration, with only a few pence being available to authors.
In other words, the project would never have been practicable.
We concluded that most non-literary authors were likely to regard online republication,
even without payment, as entirely in their own interests, since it breathed new life into
their work and gained a new audience for it. This proved to be a correct assumption in
the vast majority of instances. Only three publishers have so far refused permission;
others are content, subject in some cases to an embargo period to avoid harm to print
sales. The overall number of refusals by authors is similarly small.
Even professional authors might conclude that greater visibility of their periodical
works would more than compensate for the absence of a small payment. Once Welsh
Journals Online is complete in a year’s time we expect hundreds of thousands of uses
to be made of it. In effect it will put whole libraries into schools, for example. These are
establishments which could not dream of having enough money, or space, to provide
the equivalents in print form.
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The benefits to Welsh people
should be enormous. We hope the
Theatre of Memory programme
can be extended, to encompass
more of the rich print heritage
of Wales. This would embrace:
more periodicals, including
those published before 1900;
newspapers, which are notoriously
difficult to search in print or
microfilm; and many books, but
only with the permission and
blessing of copyright holders.
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The original Theatre of Memory
was designed in Italy by Giulio Camillo (1480-1544). It was an encyclopedic memory
aid consisting of hundreds of images arranged on the tiers of a theatre auditorium.
The actor viewed them standing on the stage. The images were meant to ignite the
imagination, and, thereby, to stimulate the memory of the actor, enabling him or her
to recall significant knowledge. In a similar way, the twenty-first century Theatre of
Memory will reveal, stimulate and inspire the “actor” in Welsh life, history and culture.
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This is an edited version of an article which appeared in the New Welsh Review,
no 80. It is reprinted here with the kind permission of Andrew Green and the New
Welsh Review.

